
About Xenon-Eye, continued… 

 

Xenon is a gas, rare in nature, but easily synthesised, whose name derives from ancient Greek, 

meaning ‘st range’ or ‘peculiar’. In an electric lamp, xenon gas creates brilliant, white light. All 

scanners use a tiny xenon lamp to see and record documents on thei r glass beds. Every day, 

millions of documents are scanned with xenon light. 

 

During its physical hack from document-reader to camera-plate, I cut away the xenon lamp 

from the scanner and re-named it Xenon-Eye. Fitted to the back of an antique plate-camera, 

Xenon-Eye can see lens-based images only because its bright xenon lamp is absent. Otherwise it 

would blind its own scanner-head with xenon light instead of recording images projected by its 

new light source - the camera lens. Nevertheless, the scanner’s lost xenon lamp is remembered 

by its new name. 

 

Using customised software to override the scanner’s severe hacking, and to make it a stable, 

functioning camera-plate, I have used Xenon-Eye for the following: 

 

• To document many Class Wargames public events since 2007. Xenon-Eye has t ravelled 

widely to document Guy Debord’s Game of War being played at numerous public events 

• As a source of images for my own paintings 

• As a camera to produce ext raordinary port rait and landscape imagery 

 

The Logic of Xenography 

 

Xenon-Eye’s lack of empathy, its predilection for representing humans as unnatural grotesques, 

can be understood as a parodic visual aesthetic for neo-liberalism. As awareness grows of 

unchecked markets’ indifference to human welfare, these images come to define the individual’s 

t rue identity within the presiding system’s logic: distorted, extruded and forced into 

unbearable forms. Far f rom showing people ‘as they really are’, Xenon-Eye shows them ‘as they 

really exist’: unwilling actors within the current socio-economic logic. 

 

About Colour Xenography 

 

Xenon-Eye (indeed, all scanners) only reads monochrome images. Scanners synthesise colour by 

varying light frequencies and using clever software to combine these frequencies to produce a 

colour image. Xenon-Eye’s t ransformation from a consumer scanner to a camera plate removes 

this ability. The colour xenographs featured here were produced using a technique very similar 

to early colour photography, as practiced by photographers in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. Three separate photographs (or, in this case, scans) are made in quick 

succession, without moving the camera. Each image is filtered through a red, green and blue 

filter. Xenon-Eye’s three filtered scans are then superimposed as Photoshop channels to produce 

a colour image. 


